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Welcome to, "Binge Wise: from reel stories to real emotions." In these
pages, we explore the emotions in various TV series, from The
Mentalist to Emily in Paris. We expertly connect fictional narratives to
genuine emotions. Take a journey through FRIENDS, Bridgerton,
Euphoria, Game of Thrones, and more. This collection spans genres,
delving into the emotional landscapes of these acclaimed shows.

In this edition, we pay tribute to the late Matthew Perry, the actor who
brought the iconic character Chandler to life in FRIENDS. As we
reminisce about his impactful contribution to the show, "Binge Wise"
honors his legacy.

As readers, dive into this exploration of TV series that have shaped
contemporary entertainment. "Binge Wise" aims to deepen your
appreciation for the bond between fictional tales and real human
experiences.

We hope "Binge Wise" sparks a sense of nostalgia within you.

FOREWORD
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 As we navigate the corridors of memory, there are certain figures who imprint
themselves so deeply on our hearts that their departure leaves an unmistakable
void. Matthew Perry, the brilliant actor who brought the character Chandler Bing to
life in FRIENDS, was undeniably one such luminary. Today, we bid a tearful farewell
to a man whose laughter resonated through the screens and whose portrayal of
Chandler Bing became synonymous with warmth, humor, and a touch of sarcasm.

Matthew Perry, born on August 19, 1969, was not merely an actor; he was a
maestro of emotions, a conductor of laughter, and a masterful weaver of stories.
As we reflect on the indomitable spirit he brought to our lives, it's impossible not to
feel a profound sense of loss.

Chandler Bing, with his sarcastic quips and endearing awkwardness, became more
than a character. He was a friend to millions, a source of solace during challenging
times, and a beacon of laughter that illuminated our darkest days. Perry's nuanced
portrayal added layers to Chandler, transforming him from a mere sitcom character
to a timeless representation of the human experience.

Behind the curtain of comedic genius, Matthew Perry faced his own battles,
wrestling with personal demons that cast shadows on his journey. Yet, in the midst
of his struggles, he continued to gift us with laughter, offering a poignant reminder
that even those who bring joy to others may grapple with their own storms.

The legacy of Matthew Perry extends beyond the screen; it resides in the collective
memories of countless individuals who found solace in his performances. As we
bid farewell to this extraordinary talent, let us remember him not only for the
laughter he shared but for the vulnerabilities he dared to expose.

In our hearts, Matthew Perry remains immortal, forever encapsulated in the
episodes we rewatch and the laughter that echoes through the annals of television
history. Rest in peace, dear Matthew. Your journey may have reached its curtain
call, but the resonance of your laughter will endure as a timeless melody in our
souls. 💔🌈 

To “Ms. Chanandler bong”

ANDREA BENEDICT
BBA 3B
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Unraveling the Mysteries

with "The Mentalist"

Hey fellow couch detectives! Today, let's dive into the intriguing world of "The
Mentalist." If you haven't joined the Patrick Jane fan club yet, now's the time to grab
your virtual detective hats and start binge-watching this gem of a series. 

First things first, Simon Baker as Patrick Jane is the epitome of charisma. The man
can charm his way out of any situation, and his keen observational skills add a layer
of brilliance to the character. From the very first episode, you'll find yourself hooked
on his antics, both in and out of crime scenes. 

The show's premise is simple but oh-so-genius. Imagine a former psychic medium
turned consultant for the California Bureau of Investigation. Yes, you read that right
– psychic turned detective. But here's the twist – Patrick Jane is no ordinary
psychic. He's a master of reading people, a mentalist with a knack for details that
would make Sherlock Holmes blush. 

The chemistry between Jane and Teresa Lisbon, played by the fantastic Robin
Tunney, is the beating heart of the series. Their banter, tension, and partnership
keep you coming back for more. You can't help but root for this crime-fighting duo
as they tackle the toughest cases with a dash of humor and a sprinkle of cunning
strategy. 

What sets "The Mentalist" apart is its perfect blend of crime procedural and
character development. Each episode is a puzzle waiting to be solved, and you can't
help but try to beat Patrick Jane at his own game. The show keeps you on the edge
of your seat, and just when you think you've got it all figured out, it throws a
curveball that leaves you questioning everything. 
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Let's talk about the infamous Red John saga – the overarching mystery that keeps
you guessing throughout the series. The anticipation, the red herrings, and the
eventual reveal make for some of the most gripping television moments. I won't
spoil it for you, but trust me, it's a rollercoaster of emotions.

As you binge-watch "The Mentalist," you'll find yourself laughing at Jane's wit,
applauding the team's investigative skills, and, at times, shedding a tear or two. It's
a show that caters to all your emotions, making it a perfect blend of crime, drama,
and a sprinkle of that feel-good factor. 

So, if you're in the mood for a series that keeps you guessing, makes you laugh,
and leaves you eagerly awaiting the next episode, give "The Mentalist" a shot.
Trust me, you won't regret joining Patrick Jane on his quest for justice – and
maybe a little revenge. Happy sleuthing! 

ANDREA BENEDICT
BBA 3B
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Gossip Girl: Where Scandals

and Sass Collide

Hey Upper East Siders, grab your lattes and get ready for a trip down memory lane
because we're about to dish on the scandalous world of "Gossip Girl." If you
haven't yet taken a stroll through the posh streets of Manhattan with Serena, Blair,
and the gang, it's time to indulge in the guilty pleasure that is "Gossip Girl." 

First things first – the fashion. Can we talk about the outfits on this show? I mean,
forget about dressing for the occasion; these characters dressed like every day
was a runway. Whether it's Blair's iconic headbands or Chuck's suave suits,
"Gossip Girl" set the bar high for wardrobe goals. And let's not even get started on
Serena's effortlessly chic style that had us all secretly wishing we could raid her
closet. 

Now, let's dive into the juicy drama that unfolded faster than you could say
"Spotted: Gossip Girl." The anonymous blogger, lurking in the shadows, revealing
everyone's dirty little secrets – what a brilliant premise! You couldn't help but be
addicted to the constant scheming, backstabbing, and oh-so-scandalous love
affairs. Who would've thought that a simple blast from Gossip Girl could cause so
much chaos among the Upper East Side elite? 

And speaking of love affairs, the romantic entanglements in this series are like a
never-ending rollercoaster. Serena and Dan, Blair and Chuck, Nate and pretty much
every girl in Manhattan – the love triangles (or should I say, love hexagons?) kept
us guessing and shipping our favorite couples with fervor. "Chair" or "Dair," the
shipping wars were almost as intense as the on-screen drama. 
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Let's take a moment to appreciate the Queen B herself, Blair Waldorf. With her
sharp wit and killer one-liners, she ruled the Upper East Side with a perfect balance
of grace and sass. And who could forget the epic rivalry between Blair and the oh-
so-charming Serena? It was like a modern-day fairy tale, with a touch of Manhattan
glam and a sprinkle of drama.

Now, the series wouldn't be complete without the mysterious allure of Gossip Girl's
identity. The big reveal left us in shock, questioning everything we thought we
knew about the scandalous blogger. I won't spoil it for the uninitiated, but let's just
say it's a twist that you never saw coming. 

In the end, "Gossip Girl" wasn't just a TV show; it was a cultural phenomenon. It
taught us that even the glamorous and seemingly perfect lives of the Upper East
Side had their fair share of secrets and struggles. So, if you're in the mood for a
dose of fashion, drama, and scandal, join the world of "Gossip Girl." XOXO, you
know you love it! 

ANDREA BENEDICT
BBA 3B 
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THE ONE WITH THE ULTIMATE

F.R.I.E.N.D.S MARATHON 

Hey there, fellow TV Fanatics! Grab your coffee mugs, fluff up those couch cushions,
and get ready to embark on an epic journey back to the '90s. That's right, it's time to
talk about the iconic show that gave us more laughs and quotable moments than we
can count—F.R.I.E.N.D.S!
We've all been there, aimlessly flicking through channels, scrolling past endless
streaming options, and then, bam! There it is—the unmistakable peephole frame, the
iconic orange couch, and six familiar faces. Friends, the show that gave us more
laughs, tears, and memorable moments than we can count.

Why are we till hooked on a show that first graced our screens over two decades
ago? Well, let me spill the Central Perk beans. Friends isn't just a show; it's a cultural
time capsule. It's the equivalent of comfort food for your TV soul. It's like having
your favorite coffee date with Ross, Rachel, Monica, Chandler, Joey, and Phoebe
every time you hit play.But it's not just about the characters; it's about the moments.
From Ross's infamous "We Were on a Break!" to Joey's classic "How You doin'?" and
Phoebe's utterly weird and wonderful songs (Smelly Cat, anyone?), Friends have
bestowed upon us a treasure chest of one-liners and unforgettable scenes. Be
honest; you've dropped a Friends quote in a real-life conversation at least once,
haven't you?

Now, let's talk about the Friends marathon. It's a rite of passage for every fan worth
their Central Perk loyalty card. Who cares if you've seen every episode so many
times you've lost count? A Friends marathon is like slipping into your favorite pair of
pajamas—it's comfy and familiar, and you never want to take it off. So, stock up on
snacks (just avoid Ross's infamous leftover turkey sandwich with the moist maker)
round up your favorite people (actual pals, not just "smelly cats"), and let the binge-
watching begin.
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Here's a fun challenge: try to spot all the continuity errors and plot twists that
make your head spin faster than Joey's revolving door of girlfriends. And don't
even get me started on the "How does Joey afford his apartment?" mystery. It's
like trying to find a needle in a haystack, only way more entertaining.But Friends
wasn't all laughs and gags. It tackled some real-life stuff too. From Ross's three
divorces to Monica's struggle with her weight, the show blended humor and heart
in a way that's still relatable today. Remember when Chandler quit his job to chase
his dreams? It's a reminder that 
sometimes, it's okay to leap into the unknown, even if it's a little bit scary.

In conclusion, Friends isn't just a show; it's a timeless masterpiece that keeps
generations bonded in hilarity and heart. It's the ultimate comedy that teaches us
about love, loyalty, and the enduring 
power of laughter.So, what are you waiting for? Go ahead, relive the '90s with your
favorite Central Perk gang. Whether it's your first Friends marathon or your
hundredth, it's always a blast. And when someone asks how you're doing, just
channel your inner Joey and confidently reply, "How you doin'?" Enjoy your
bingewatching adventure, and may your laughter be as contagious as Phoebe's
tunes!
Now, let's turn this article interactive. Share your favorite Friends moment on the
Samvrdhi Insta channel, and let's get the conversation going. What's your go-to
Friends quote? And if you've spotted any hilarious goofs in the show, tell us about
them! It's all about the Friends community here!!!!!!!

TEESHA RAJESH 
BBA 3B
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WHISTLEDOWN 'S SOCIETY

PAPERS: BRIDGERTON

UNVEILED!

Dearest readers, brace yourselves for an evening of unapologetic gossip and
clandestine affairs, for I, Lady Whistledown, shall unveil the captivating world of
"Bridgerton." It seems that the ton is abuzz, and I am here to serve your insatiable
curiosity.In the heart of Regency London, we find ourselves entangled in the
splendid tapestry of the Bridgerton family. As I've observed from my discreet
vantage point, this esteemed clan has ignited a veritable firework display of
romantic conundrums. Daphne Bridgerton, the belle of the ball, takes center stage
with her beguiling charm and a secret or two that may have you gasping into your
tea.But hold your corsets, dear readers, for here comes the Duke of Hastings, a
man whose dashing good looks and enigmatic aura have left the ton more
breathless than a waltz in the park. His Lordship, it appears, has secrets as deep
as the Grand Tour, and he guards them as fiercely as the 
Queen's prized corgis. What a match, indeed! Yet, as always, my dear readers,
appearances can be as deceptive as a flirtatious fan in a darkened alcove.

While the romantic escapades of Daphne and the Duke dazzle the drawing rooms,
let us not forget the Featheringtons, a family whose taste for extravagance is only
rivaled by their relentless pursuit of advantageous matches. Their family
dynamics, dear readers, are a veritable feast for the gossipmonger's soul.But
"Bridgerton" isn't just a tale of romantic dalliances; it is a vivid portrayal of a
society where everyraised eyebrow and hushed conversation carries enough
scandal to make even the Queen blush. It's a world where reputation is more
fragile than a porcelain teacup and where the pursuit of love and ambition often
leads down the most precarious of paths. Lady Whistledown applauds the series
for its meticulous attention to Regency decorum and its daring exploration of
societal norms.
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As the ton indulges in this captivating spectacle, one cannot help but be
transported to a world where opulence and desire collide, creating sparks that
illuminate the darkest corners of the human heart. "Bridgerton" is a tale of love,
ambition, and the relentless pursuit of one's desires—a tale told with wit and flair
that would surely earn my resounding approval.

So, dear readers, I implore you to partake in the allure of "Bridgerton" and send
forth your musings and speculations into the social ether. In the world of Regency
London, secrets are as abundant as the ribbons adorning the finest bonnets, and
gossip flows like the finest champagne. What say you about this captivating tale?
Share your thoughts, dear readers, and let us revel in the delicious scandal of it all.
Until our next encounter, when the quill of Lady Whistledown shall once aagain
uncover the most tantalizing of secrets!!

TEESHA RAJESH 
BBA 3B
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Euphoria: A(Controversial)

Kaleidoscope of Teen

Emotions

Euphoria," the controversial and super hit hit HBO television series created by Sam
Levinson, has taken the world by storm since its debut in 2019. A bold and
unflinching portrayal of the tumultuous lives of a group of high school students,
Euphoria has garnered critical acclaim ( and criticism) for its storytelling, character
development, and the unapologetic manner in which it addresses complex issues. 

Euphoria offers a gritty and realistic portrayal of modern youth, unearthing the
challenges and experiences that young people face in today's world. The show
doesn't shy away from addressing difficult subjects such as drug addiction, mental
health, identity, sexuality, trauma, and the pressure to conform to societal norms.
Its candid exploration of these topics has resonated deeply with viewers,
especially younger audiences who see their own struggles reflected on screen.
Other than that, the heart of 'Euphoria' are its compelling and multi-layered
characters. 

Zendaya's performance as Rue Bennett, a teenager grappling with drug addiction
and mental health issues, is nothing short of remarkable and leaves a mark on
you. Alexa Demie plays the queen bee and outspoken Maddy Perez ,who is stuck
in a toxic relationship with Nate. Sydney Sweeney plays her best friend Cassie
Howard, a teenage girl plagued with a bad reputation and with severe daddy issues
while Jacob Elordi plays Nate Jacobs, Maddy's toxic boyfriend and the resident
'alpha male' of the school. Other characters include Jules Vaughn, played by
Hunter Schaefer, the new girl in town who has a dark past of her own, Kat
Hernandez, played by Barbie Fererria, an overweight girl who battles with issues
related to her self-esteem and Fezco, played by Angus Cloud, Rue's drug dealer
and good friend. 
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"Euphoria" is not only known for its storytelling but also for its stunning visual and
cinematic elements. The show's use of vibrant colors, imaginative
cinematography, and creative visual storytelling techniques sets it apart from
many other television series. Each episode feels like a visual feast, immersing
viewers in the emotions and experiences of the characters. The music in
"Euphoria" plays a pivotal role in enhancing the emotional impact of the series.
Curated by music supervisor Jen Malone, the show's soundtrack features a mix of
contemporary and classic tracks that complement the narrative and character
development. The use of music, combined with the show's striking visuals, creates
a unique and immersive viewing experience. 
The show is also known for its makeup and outfits, mostly of characters like
Maddy, Cassie and Jules, which have resulted in multiple social media and fashion
trends. 

As good as Euphoria is, nothing good ever comes without its baggage. The show
has been criticised and called out multiple times for its oversexualisation of its
underage characters and promoting drug use amongst teenagers. While this is
true up to a point, i don't think anyone gets the urge to use drugs after seeing Rue's
suffering and pain and the affect her addiction has on her friends and family. It
doesn't help either that the creator of the show, Sam Levinson, is pretty
problematic himself. 

Overall, while Euphoria does have its faults and criticisms, it is still a visually
striking and compelling show. The character of Rue especially, gave Zendaya
multiple Emmy awards. People have multiple opinions on the show, good and bad
(which are both valid), but everyone can agree on one thing: Euphoria has definitely
cemented itself as one of the most popular and iconic tv shows of our generation.

GAURAV RAMAKRISHNA
BBA 3B
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Modern Family: A Timeless

Comedy that Redefined

the Family Sitcom Genre

"Modern Family," the beloved television series created by Christopher Lloyd and
Steven Levitan, stands as a testament to the enduring appeal of the family sitcom.
Airing from 2009 to 2020, this critically acclaimed show struck a chord with
viewers by offering a fresh and relatable take on the dynamics of a contemporary
American family. In this article, we explore the reasons behind the show's success,
its impact on television, and why it continues to be a beloved classic.

One of the most distinctive features of Modern Family is its innovative use of the
mockumentary format. The show is presented as a documentary being filmed by a
fictional crew, allowing characters to speak directly to the camera. This approach
offers viewers insight into each character's perspective and inner thoughts,
enhancing the show's humor and emotional depth. 

At the heart of Modern Family are three interconnected families: the Dunphys, the
Pritchetts, and the Tuckers. This diverse ensemble reflects the evolving landscape
of American families. The Dunphys, a typical nuclear family, provide a comedic
look at the challenges of raising children. The Pritchetts, an older man married to a
younger Colombian woman, explore issues of cultural differences and
generational gaps. Finally, the Tuckers, a gay couple who adopt a Vietnamese
child, add a layer of modernity and representation that resonated with LGBTQ+
audiences. Modern Family also excels at character development. Each character,
from the quirky Phil Dunphy (played by Ty Burrell) to the fiery Gloria Pritchett
(played by Sofia Vergara), undergoes significant growth over the course of the
series. Viewers watch as they tackle life's challenges, evolve in their relationships,
and mature as individuals. This relatability drew audiences closer to the
characters, making them feel like part of the family. 
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While Modern Family delivers humor in abundance, it also addresses important
social issues with empathy and heart. The show explores topics such as LGBTQ+
acceptance, interracial relationships, adoption, and generational differences, often
using humor as a lens through which to approach these subjects. By doing so, it
contributed to broader societal conversations and fostered greater understanding. 

Even after its conclusion, Modern Family maintains a dedicated fan base and
continues to attract new viewers through streaming platforms. Its enduring
popularity can be attributed to its timeless humor, relatable characters, and its
ability to capture the essence of family life in the 21st century. Modern Family has
cemented itself in pop culture as one of the funniest and best sitcoms ever made.

GAURAV RAMAKRISHNA
BBA 3B
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NEVER HAVE I EVER

"Never Have I Ever" is an absolute rollercoaster of emotions, and in this writing is
all about that rollercoaster. The series weaves a dash of teenage chaos and
drama into a captivating narrative. Devi, the main lead in this journey, is both
relatable and refreshingly unique, with a hint of cultural identity, and grief with
authenticity.
As a viewer, it felt like a mirror reflecting the intricacies of growing up in an Indian
household, balancing cultural expectations with the universal quest for identity
and acceptance.

The story is sharp, packing each episode with a witty dialogue and unexpected
plot twists. With each character being very unique in their own way, making them
instantly lovable. infusing the show with humour and a keen understanding of the
teenage experience.

What sets "Never Have I Ever" apart is its way of balancing the hilarity of high
school shenanigans with the poignant exploration of grief and self-discovery. It
doesn't shy away from the messy realities of life, instead it shows how each
character got through their rough phase and lived their lives, making it a poignant
and resonant coming-of-age story.

The casting is spot-on, with Maitreyi Ramakrishnan stealing the show as Devi. Her
portrayal is nuanced, capturing the complexities of teenagehood with humour and
heart. The supporting cast, from the overzealous but well-meaning friends to the
scene-stealing family members, adds layers to the narrative.
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The show masterfully explores the dynamics of family, friendship, and self-
discovery, providing a nuanced narrative that resonates deeply with the Indian
teenage experience. Devi's journey is a rollercoaster of emotions, showcasing the
struggles of navigating tradition, parental expectations, and the desire to forge
one's path.
Overall, "Never Have I Ever" is a binge-worthy triumph that effortlessly blends
laughter and tears. It's a testament to the messiness of growing up and the
strength found in embracing your true self. This series is a must-watch. It's a
reminder that, no matter where you come from, the journey to self-acceptance is a
universal adventure filled with laughter, tears, experience ,chaos and a whole lot of
heart.

AMALI
BBA 1(H)
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STRANGER THINGS

"Stranger Things" debuted in 2016 and rapidly became a global sensation. This
Netflix original series, created by the Duffer Brothers, combines elements of
science fiction, horror, and '80s nostalgia to create a gripping and scary plot that
has held viewers fascinated for numerous seasons.

"Stranger Things" follows a group of adolescent friends who become engaged in a
series of mysterious mysteries set in the 1980s in the fictional town of Hawkins,
Indiana. The show flawlessly intertwines various narratives, many of which revolve
around unusual occurrences and a government conspiracy involving a secret
research center.
The excellent cast of "Stranger Things" includes youthful stars such as Millie
Bobby Brown, Finn Wolfhard, Gaten Matarazzo, Caleb McLaughlin, and more. Their
performances are a driving reason behind the show's popularity, as they manage
to give their characters depth and realism, making them feel like genuine kids
confronted with terrible atrocities.
The show lovingly and nostalgically pays homage to the '80s, with references to
pop culture, music, and great films from the era, such as "E.T.," "The Goonies," and
"Close Encounters of the Third Kind."

This historic backdrop isn't just for show; it's an important aspect of the plot,
immersing the audience in the era and enhancing the overall experience.The
mystical elements and the plotline about a government conspiracy keep viewers
on the edge of their seats. The emergence of Eleven (Millie Bobby Brown), the
mysterious child with psychokinetic talents, adds an intriguing element to the
program, and her interaction with the group of friends is uplifting and important to
the story.

While "Stranger Things" is an exciting and fascinating series, it does have
problems. Some viewers may find the pacing of particular seasons a little
inconsistent, with slower episodes focusing on character development and world-
building. Furthermore, as the show proceeds, more supernatural elements and
people are introduced, which can make the plot feel complex at times.
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Finally, "Stranger Things" is a must-see for everyone who enjoys otherworldly
mysteries, 1980s nostalgia, and intriguing character-driven storytelling. Its
unusual and intriguing series is distinguished by its blend of horror, science
fiction, and heartwarming friendships. Despite minor pacing flaws, it has
continuously produced intrigue and excitement throughout the course of seven
seasons, making it a standout show in the realm of streaming television. So, grab
some Eggos and prepare for an exciting voyage through Hawkins, Indiana's
upside-down world.

K. KAUSALYA
 BBA 2A
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THE OFFICE

A motley group of office workers go through hilarious misadventures. It is a
mockumentary-style sitcom that takes place in the mundane setting of a Dunder
Mifflin paper company office in Scranton, Pennsylvania. The show is known for its
unique format, character-driven humour, and its ability to capture the everyday
awkwardness and absurdity of office life. 
"The Office" is like that comfy old sweater you can't help but put on whenever you
need a good laugh. Steve Carell as Michael Scott? Genius. He's the world's worst
boss, and you can't help but cringe at his antics while secretly loving the guy. From
buying himself a mug that says “World’s best boss” to actually becoming one, he is
a character whom you might hate in the beginning due to his ways of making
people feel awkward but you will definitely fall in love with him and won’t even
realise when he has become your favourite character.

How can we talk about office without our favourite lover boy, beet farmer and
receptionist? Jim Halpert is a guy whom you will have a crush on right from the
beginning. His witty sense of humour and his pranks on Dwight are to die for and
not to forget the iconic “Jim face”. Dwight Schrute is a typical uptight office guy
and a man with the fashion sense of a 19th-century librarian, the dedication of a
Spartan warrior, and the social skills of a cactus in a desert. Pam Beesley She's the
receptionist who's secretly the office ninja of passive-aggressiveness. Imagine a
librarian crossed with a master of stealthy eye-rolls, and you've got Pam. This trio
carries the show and keep you entertained throughout.
Not only are these but all the characters in the show to so well written like Angela
is uptight, Oscars’ intellectual, Kevin is dimwit, Meredith’s openness, Stanley’s I
don’t care attitude, an ambitious Ryan, Kelly is a total drama queen, Andy is
annoying, Phyllis is maternal, Darryl is chill, Toby’s unfortunate fate, Erin is sweet,
Holly is quirky and Creed.. Honestly you never know what he is up to. All these
different characters keep you engaged.
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“The office” is exactly where you want to work, unrealistic but with all these people
around all other work places seem boring and this is how I want my future
workplace to look like. Not a single day goes by without some drama and fun. The
humour is awkwardly brilliant. You'll find yourself laughing at the most cringe
worthy moments – from diversity day to the infamous "Scott's Tots" episode. And
those talking.

But it's not all laughs. "The Office" hits you right in the feels, too from Jim and
Pam’s rollercoaster of a love story which gives you butterflies to Dwight and
Michael’s character development. The precious and unexpected friendship Pam
and Dwight share. From the love-hate relationship Dwight and Jim have to Dwight
asking Jim to be his best man at his wedding.

To be honest “The Office” starts off boring in the first few season but you will need
to get through them and it becomes the best sitcom you had ever watched. Never
gets boring and always keeps you laughing. The characters on show become your
comfort people. “The Office" has something to offer, making it a must-watch for
fans of comedy and character-driven storytelling. So grab a cup of coffee, avoid
the stapler in Jell-O, and dive into the hilariously mundane world of Dunder Mifflin.
You won't regret it!
head interviews? They're like a peek into everyone's crazy minds.

 PRANATHI NERELLA
 BBA 3A 
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SHERLOCK – THE GAME

IS ON ! 

“Sherlock” is a British Mystery Crime Drama television series based on Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle's Sherlock Holmes detective stories. Created by Steven Moffat and
Mark Gatiss, it stars Benedict Cumberbatch as Sherlock Holmes and Martin
Freeman as Doctor John Watson. The series is set in the present day, while the
one-off special features a Victorian period fantasy resembling the original Holmes
stories. The series is primarily filmed in Cardiff, Wales, with North Gower Street in
London used for exterior shots of Holmes and Watson's 221B BakerStreet
residence.

Series 1
Wounded Afghan veteran Dr. John Watson (Martin Freeman) meets brilliant
consulting detective Sherlock Holmes (Benedict Cumberbatch) and moves into a
flat on 221B Baker Street with him. Their landlady, Mrs. Hudson (Una Stubbs), acts
as a de facto housekeeper for them. Sherlock's first case, "A Study in Pink", sees
him apprehend cabbi-turned-serial killer Jeff Hope (Phil Davis). Their confrontation
escalates to the point that John, who's followed Sherlock unnoticed to the scene,
shoots the cabbie out of fear for Sherlock's life. However, Sherlock manages to ex
tract from the dying cabbie that he was being sponsored in his crimes by a figure
called Moriarty, who is apparently a "fan" of Sherlock's.
The case seals Sherlock and John's friendship. In their next case, "The Blind
Banker", they uncover a Chinese smuggling ring, which is again implied to have
been linked to Moriarty.
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"The Great Game" sees Sherlock being baited into solving a series of "puzzles" by
Moriarty, who is as yet unseen. Each puzzle involves solving an undetected crime,
with the additional incentive being that failure to solve the crime within a set time
will lead to the death of an innocent bystander. Simultaneously, Sherlock works on
recovering the missing Bruce-Partington Plans for his older brother Mycroft (Mark
Gatiss), who is a powerful figure in the British government. The series ends with
Sherlock encountering Moriarty (Andrew Scott) by a swimming pool, where
Moriarty warns Sherlock that he will destroy him.

Series 2
Moriarty's pool-side encounter with Sherlock ends abruptly when Moriarty receives
a cellphone call from dominatrix Irene Adler (Lara Pulver). In "A Scandal in
Belgravia", Sherlock is assigned by Buckingham Palace to recover some damaging
photographs in Irene's camera phone. Sherlock meets Irene but is outwitted and
fails to retrieve her phone. She becomes "the Woman" in his mind.
Months later, Irene meets Sherlock once more and tricks him into decoding a
message for her, which turns out to be a matter of national security. Irene passes
on the message to Moriarty and then blackmails Mycroft into granting her a list of
demands or face .Sherlock's exposure as a security leak. However, at the last
moment, Sherlock figures out the password to her camera phone and crushes her
bargaining power. The defeated Irene fakes her death once more with Sherlock's
help to escape the wrath of the British government and enter a life of anonymity.
Sherlock and John travel to Dartmoor in "The Hounds of Baskerville" to solve the
mystery of a gigantic hound that apparently caused the death of client Henry
Knight's father years ago. The "Hound" turns out to be a hallucinogenic drug that
was being secretly developed as a chemical weapon at the nearby military base of
Baskerville. The man responsible, Dr. Frank Mortimer, is killed in a land mine
explosion.

SYED UNNISA
MBA 2nd yr
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THE BIG BANG THEORY

 One of the most eminent and popular American web series "The Big Bang Theory"
is created by Chuck Lorre and Bill Prady, both of them who served as executive
producers and as well as head writers. This series is directed by Mark Cendrowski.
The most engrossing series that follows the lives of two geniuses physicists
Leonard Hofstadter and Sheldon Cooper, who share an apartment in Pasadena,
California. Their lives take a comical turn when the attractive and outgoing Penny
moves in across the hall. The show explores the contrast between the socially
adept Penny and the socially awkward but intellectually brilliant Leonard and
Sheldon. The series delves into the dynamics of friendship and relationships,
incorporating other characters like Howard Wolowitz, an aerospace engineer, and
Rajesh Koothrappali, an astrophysicist with selective mutism. Over the seasons,
the characters evolve, experiencing career changes, romantic relationships, and
personal growth. The Big Bang Theory is a comedy about the two people’s minds
that understands how the universe works but in this show none of the genius helps
them to interact with the people whereas especially with women’s. But all these
began to change when they met the lady Penny the new neighbour. And Penny
decided to help them to discover the world that they know everything about. Later
on, in most of the episodes the story revolves around science.

The series mainly focuses on the science particularly on physics and the four main
characters of male are employed with science related occupations. Science has
also interfered with the characters of their romantic lives. Leslie breaks up with the
Leonard when he supports Seldon for String theory rather than Quantum theory. 
One of the popular song “SOFT KITTY ” is described by Sheldon as a song sung by
his mother when he was ill. The repeated use of this song in the series popularized
the song. This has visualized the scene of Sheldon’s childhood.
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This amazing series is release on September-24-2007, and it continued until May-
16-2019, with 12 seasons and 279 episodes which now streaming on Ott platform
called NETFLIX. “The Big Bang Theory” received praised for its clever writing and
humour, people with different mindsets and opinions may have different
perceptions whereas they might impressed or not. Despite any criticism it stood
as a powerhouse of rating and gained massive fan base. The series finale in 2019
marked the end of an era of many viewers.

“There is no real ending, it’s just the place where you stop the story”. All I can say
that it’s a most recommendable to watch this admirable series!!

M.NIKITHA
BBA 2B
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Game of thrones – A show

which has everything 

Game of thrones – one of the most iconic TV shows of the past decade . Each
episode of this series was most awaited for. In its peak it was the talking point of
every TV show watcher. Adapted from the popular book series “A Song of Ice and
Fire” written by George R.R. Martin, this show
impressed the book audience and also gave a very novel experience to the only TV
show watchers. This show gave everything to the watchers. Be it the politics, the
drama, the gory action sequences, adventures and many more. But the thing which
kept the audience so hooked up to this show was its unpredictability. The
characters which were very much rooted for were killed mercilessly. The viewers
were left shocked when the characters which were portrayed as important were
killed just like that. Be it Ned Stark’s execution ,Robb stark’s death at the Red
Wedding, Oberyn Martell’s death in the hands of the Mountain( very gory!!!!) and
many more. 

The title itself refers to the show as a game of politics. And it is an elegantly
orchestrated game of politics and the shift of power between many individuals is
amazing. The characters attempts to get closer and win the throne and boast their
power hooks us up to complete episode by episode, season by season.

There are mixed opinions about GOT in the later seasons but the impact this show
has shown on the viewers in the last decade will definitely place it in the list of the
best shows of all time.

M. SUMADHUR
BBA 1B
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SQUID GAME
Are you guys interested in thriller movies, that includes action, crime, horror,
suspense and what not? Then ‘Squid Game’ is definitely what you are looking for.
One of the most famous Netflix series that was released in 2021. The South
Korean television series squid game directed by ‘Hwang Dong-Hyuk’, is an action
drama, based on survival, mystery, horror fiction. The series is famous for its
entertaining nature and its unique concept. This series caught the attention of
users all around the world. The series has actors from different parts of the world
and many users find the series thought provoking as it depicts real life problems. 
About Squid Game- Squid game is a real life children’s play that was played by kids
in Korea and many other countries during the 1970s and 1980s. 

Squid game is described as a type of a game similar to capturing the flag, this
series is about people or the participants who take part in the deadly games for a
chance to win a large amount of cash prize. There were over all 9 episodes in
season 1, starting with 456 participants who were scammed by the recruiter on a
local station to risk their lives to play a series of children’s game in order to win
45.6 billion won ($38.7 million). The series included 7 games in which one is
recruiter’s game- Ddakji , Round 1- Red light , Green light, Round 2- Dalgom, Round
3- Tug of war, Round 4- Marbles, Round 5- The glass tile game and the final round
Squid game , is why the series is called squid game because of the shape of the
playing field drawn on the ground resembles that of a squid. There are regional
variations of the name such as ‘squid gaisan’ which mean ‘to start a war’. The
selected participants were taken to a mysterious island but the researchers
discovered that is actually Seongapdo island that is remote island without
electricity nor having any connection with the city. Similarly player 456 desperate
Gi-hun (Lee Jung-Jae) agrees to take part in the enigmatic game not
acknowledging the awaited unforeseen horrors for the players. The punishment for
the losers in each game is horror and scary as the only punishment for the losers
are they are shot on the spot and the masked people or also called the pink
soldiers who were tasked with mental jobs including dragging away corpses and
incinerating them and selling their body parts in the black market in exchange of
money. The police later learned about the game scam and how many people went
missing without any prior notice that was happening in exchange of huge amount
with foreigners and killing and murdering of people. 
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 This is overall rated 4.7 stars and is its not appropriate for kids under 16 due to
extreme level of violence and weak on positive messages and roles. 
The show depicts reality of scammers and how they scam people who are in dire
need of money and financial help. When people are in debt they will do almost
anything they get their hands on to clear those debts. As the scammers give them
greed of money. I personally like the way they portrayed this show referring to the
real world, how people do not realise they were being scammed by the frauds until
they are deep into it. It is almost identical to the real world as the debt% of South
Korea’s people is 100%. The poor people are targeted mostly who cant afford to lose
the game and will follow the rules of money and risking their lives off .

SRUTHI 
BBA 2B
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The Vampire Diaries Universe: A Supernatural Saga of Love, Loss, and Legacy 

The Vampire Diaries Universe has been more than just a television phenomenon;
it's a captivating journey into the depths of human emotion, set against a backdrop
of supernatural intrigue. Comprising "The Vampire Diaries" (TVD), "The Originals,"
and "Legacies," this saga has enthralled audiences for over a decade, and its
lasting appeal lies in its ability to evoke deep emotions.TVD first introduced
viewers to the quaint yet enigmatic town of Mystic Falls, where the lives of
ordinary high school students were forever altered by the supernatural. Eight
seasons of this rollercoaster ride allowed audiences to witness the evolution of
characters like Elena Gilbert, Stefan Salvatore, and Damon Salvatore, who grappled
with love, loss, and the complexities of immortality. The show effortlessly blended
high school drama with the allure of vampires, witches, and werewolves, creating a
unique narrative that tugged at heartstrings. "The Originals" took us on a darker,
more mature journey into the history of the Michaelson siblings, who were some of
the original vampires. Set in the sultry and mystical streets of New Orleans, this
spin-off series delved into themes of family, loyalty, and the eternal battle between
good and evil. Fans were drawn to the rich storytelling and the complex characters
who grappled with their immortal existence. "Legacies" continued this legacy by
focusing on a new generation of supernatural beings at the Salvatore School, led
by Hope Michaelson, a tribrid with a complex lineage.

THE VAMPIRE DIARIES
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The show skillfully balanced teen drama with supernatural adventures, offering
viewers a fresh perspective on the challenges of growing up in a world where
magic and monsters were an everyday reality. However, what sets the TVD
Universe apart is its profound exploration of human emotions. The heart-
wrenching choices, the enduring friendships, and the unbreakable bonds of family
add layers of depth and emotion to the narrative.

In the end, the TVD Universe isn't just about supernatural beings; it's a reflection of
the human condition. It reminds us that even in a world filled with darkness and
uncertainty, there is always room for love, redemption, and the eternal. struggle to
do what's right. This universe has left an indelible mark on television, proving the
timeless allure of vampires and witches, but more importantly, it has touched the
hearts of viewers around the world, making us believe in the enduring power of
love, even in the face of the supernatural.

NIKHITHA YASKI
 MBA 2nd yr
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SUITS

The first episode of Suits introduces us to Mike Ross (played by Patrick J.
Adams), a man with a photographic memory who gets paid to pass the LSAT for
others, even though he’s never attended law school — or even finished college —
himself. He’s hired as a first-year associate at Pearson Hardman by Harvey
Specter (Gabriel Macht), who does have a law degree but still dabbles in
questionable gray areas. Harvey knows that Mike isn’t an actual Harvard grad, but
that’s the lie they’re selling to the firm. 

Rounding out the main cast of characters at the firm is named partner Jessica
Pearson (Gina Torres); Rachel Zane (played by Markle), a paralegal who Mike
meets on his first day; Donna Paulsen (Sarah Rafferty), Harvey’s assistant; and
senior associate Louis Litt (Rick Hoffman).

There’s never a shortage of drama within the walls of their New York City law firm.
Each week they take on wealthy clients’ cases, as well as a few pro bono ones.
Everyone there seems to push the limits of what is ethical and legal when
pursuing a win. Sometimes it’s for the best interest of their client; sometimes it’s
their own.

Characters Mike and Harvey do all that they can to ensure that their big lie stays a
secret. At nearly every turn, it seems that one person or another (usually Louis)
has found them out — and is about to reveal it. But somehow Mike manages to
keep his secret hidden.
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I would argue Suits is actually pretty good, the kind of middlebrow TV networks
don't make anymore. Is it going to win a ton of Emmys or make you think deeply?
Definitely not. But it's also not mind-numbing dreck. It's the perfect background
show. Not only does it run for nearly 84 hours, but it strikes the perfect balance
between drama and predictability.

Suits hits a sweet spot. The plots are silly, but never dumb. The dialogue may
make you roll your eyes, but it's clever just often enough. You can look down at
your computer to answer emails for a 40-minute span, look back up again, and
you haven't missed anything particularly significant. And yet something dramatic
and entertaining is happening. 

GATLA SRILEKHA
BBA 2B
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WEDNESDAY: A PECULIAR

GIRL IS ON CASE

Let’s know about the main protagonist of the most famous Netflix series- Wednesday.
So Wednesday Addams is a fictional character from “The Addams Family” franchise,
created by cartoonist Charles Addams. She is known for her dark and macabre sense
of humour, gothic appearance, and her morbid fascination with death and all spooky
things. Wednesday is depicted as the daughter of Gomez and Morticia Addams. This
series came into picture in the year 2022 on Netflix. 

Lets start with it’s intriguing story: Wednesday Addams is expelled from her school
after dumping live piranhas into the school's pool in retaliation for the boys' water polo
team bullying her brother Pugsley. After this incident she is sent to her parents’ alma
mater, Nevermore Academy, a Vermont school for “outcasts” where the cliques are
made up of werewolves, vampires, sirens and the like. Here, Wednesday’s unfriendly,
unemotional personality and her resistant nature makes it difficult for her to connect
with her schoolmates making me to say that she was an “outcast”among a class of
outcasts and because of her to run afoul of the school’s principal Larissa Weems.
However later, she discovers that she has inherited her mother’s psychic abilities,
which allows her to solve a local murder mystery with the help of her ancestor Goody
Addams who appears in her psychic visions.

 The show’s treatment of teenagers is kind, sensitive and humorous. The theme of
accepting people who don’t fit into the standards set by society is in itself heart
warming, pushing the envelope of acceptance until people at the boundaries feel at
ease and comfortable. That’s something that every teenager will find it very nice to
see on screen. It was also about to develop human interaction and to unfold the
emotions from within rather than submerging them under yourself. This was
encouraged by Wednesday ‘s roommate Enid Sinclair who was a colourful werewolf. 
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Over the series, we can see her to better understand her parents (even her mother!)
as she comes into a more mature and contradictory understanding of herself. In this
series we can see some element of Harry Potter supernatural high school vibes and
elements of the eccentric new pop-culture obsession. This show is just satisfying
only on the level of tiny amount of teenage romance and lot of murder mystery. Last
but not least, it’s a reminder to ourselves to remain true to and extend kindness to
the “others” makes this teen gothic-fantasy drama a must watch! 

TANUSHA ANDE
BBA 2A
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The ongoing netflix show Ginny & Georgia is said to be a comedy show but has
much more than that. The show starts off with a mother (Georgia) coming from
unpleasant beginnings who moves to an affluent white- dominated town with her
two kids (Ginny and Austin). The story focuses on the relationship dynamics of
characters Ginny and Georgia. It might seem as just another knock off the cult
favourite; The Gilmore Girls. But this show is not just a teen drama about a teen and
her struggles with her mother. It's about the characters, Ginny who is now 15 trying
to find her path as a teen whilst facing racism for being mixed race, her struggle
with self-harm and dealing with unseen trauma from constantly moving in new
homes and step- fathers . Also, about Georgia, who had Ginny at just 15, who was
abused as a teen, struggled to survive, having to be a teen mother and taking care
of her child while being a child herselfand facing domestic violence from the father
of her second child. The writers of the show have done a great work at dealing with
the complex and vulnerable depth of human emotions instilled in these characters,
making this show not only just another entertaining teen-drama but a show about a
mother and her daughter healing, learning and unlearning from their mistakes.
Telling us a story of a teen-mom who turned criminal in order to protect her child
and survive, a teen who is navigating her life and trying to deal with her unaddressed
wounds, racism, body-shaming and learning to grow into woman of her own while
coming out her mom’s shadow. This show has more to offer than just comedy. It is
a versatile show with genres of crime, romance and more for not only young adults
but a much wider audience.

“Ginny & Georgia”: A ride

through an emotional

rollercoaster

SATVIKA 
BBA 1B
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Brooklyn Nine-Nine, the beloved television sitcom created by Michael Schur and Dan
Goor, has left an indelible mark on the world of comedy. From its debut in 2013 to
its triumphant farewell in 2021, the show has consistently delivered laughs, witty
one-liners, and absurd situations that have kept audiences in stitches. 

Central to Brooklyn Nine-Nine's comedic brilliance is its ensemble cast. The show
boasts a diverse and talented group of actors who bring their characters to life with
impeccable comedic timing. Whether it's Andy Samberg's Detective Jake Peralta
with his immature antics, Stephanie Beatriz's no-nonsense Detective Rosa Diaz, or
Terry Crews' lovable yet muscle-bound Sergeant Terry Jeffords, each character
adds a unique flavour to the comedy mix.
Captain Raymond Holt is the stoic, by-the-book leader of the 99th precinct. His
deadpan delivery and unwavering seriousness make for some of the show's
funniest moments. Holt's attempts at humour, his love for crossword puzzles, and
his poker face in the most absurd situations never fail to elicit laughter .Brooklyn
Nine-Nine's humour isn't just about slapstick or zany antics; it's also about heartfelt
moments. The slow-burning romance between Jake Peralta and Amy Santiago is a
prime example. Their quirky and endearing relationship adds depth to the show's
humour, offering viewers both laughs and heart-warming moments. The portrayal of
Gina Linetti, the precinct's eccentric civilian administrator, is nothing short of iconic.
Gina's bizarre antics, non sequiturs, and peculiar dance moves are a constant
source of hilarity. Her sheer unpredictability keeps both the characters and the
audience on their toes. Doug Judy, also known as the Pontiac Bandit is a recurring
character who never fails to steal scenes and make viewers laugh. His charming but
devious nature, coupled with his friendship with Jake, creates a dynamic that leads
to some of the show's most memorable moments.

BROOKLYN NINE-NINE
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One of the show's standout comedy traditions is the annual "heist" episode, where
the characters compete in a series of absurd challenges to win the title of
"Amazing Human/Genius." These episodes are a comedic goldmine, filled with
elaborate schemes, hilarious betrayals, and unexpected alliances. Brooklyn Nine-
Nine's crossover episodes with shows such as ‘New Girl’ are a treat for fans. The
blending of these comedic universes results in surreal and side-splitting
interactions.

Brooklyn Nine-Nine is more than just a sitcom; it's a testament to the power of
clever writing, impeccable casting, and the ability to find humour in the everyday
lives of detectives. The show's ability to tackle serious issues with humour and
heart makes it a comedy masterpiece that will continue to be celebrated for years
to come. In a world filled with crime dramas and serious narratives, Brooklyn Nine-
Nine's unapologetically hilarious take on the lives of the detectives of the 99th
precinct is a breath of fresh air.

HAINDAVI
BBA 3A
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‘Emily in Paris" is a television series that takes viewers on a comical adventure
through the enchanting streets of Paris. Released on Netflix, this show quickly
became a sensation, captivating audiences with its blend of fashion, romance, and
culture. The show's main lead “ Emily Cooper ”, a young and ambitious marketing
executive from Chicago who lands her dream job in Paris. Emily's vivacious
personality, impeccable sense of style, and determination to succeed make her a
lovable and relatable protagonist. She instantly falls in love with the city and adores
the Parisian culture and French people but the French vaguely adore her. She doesn't
understand the language, culture and the French way of “ work to live” in comparison
to Americans “ live to work”. As a fashion enthusiast myself , One of the standout
features of "Emily in Paris'' is its fashion. It is both aspirational and trend-setting.
Emily's fashion choices, from berets and bold prints to statement accessories, have
sparked fashion trends and inspired viewers to experiment with their own style. The
series also delves into the complexities of romance and relationships. Emily's love life
is a central theme, with her navigating a web of romantic entanglements that keep
viewers guessing. The tension and chemistry between Emily and her love interests
add an element of intrigue to the show, making it an engaging watch for those who
appreciate a good binge watch. Beyond the romance and fashion, the showcases the
beauty and charm of Paris itself inviting viewers to fall in love with the city's timeless
allure. Critics have noted that the show's portrayal of Paris is somewhat idealised and
may not accurately reflect the everyday life of Paris. However, the show doesn't aim
to be a documentary; it's a lighthearted escape into a world where dreams come true,
and where the magic of Paris is amplified for viewer’s attraction. In conclusion, It is
about a young woman who starts a new exciting journey which ends up not so
exciting. But soon learns to be her and succeed in her field and which portrays her as
a woman who is committed to her job. Even through her romantic choices which were
somewhat questionable from viewers point of view. It is a captivating series that
combines fashion, romance, and the allure of Paris into an entertaining package. It
offers a delightful escape from reality, making it a must-watch for those who crave a
bit of whimsy and charm in their entertainment.

emily in paris

SATVIKA 
BBA 1B
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"JoJo's Bizarre Adventure" originally began as a manga series serialized in Weekly
Shonen Jump in 1987. It was divided into different story arca, each featuring a new
protagonist from the Juestar family lineage. The series distinct art style, creative
storylines, and imaginative battles set it apart from other mange of its time. Over the
years, it has spawned multiple anime adaptations, video games, novels, and other
media.

Author:
Hirohiko Araki, the creator of "JoJo's Bizarre Adventure," is renowned for his unique
approach to storytelling and character design. His artistic style, characterized by bold
lines and intricate details, has contributed significantly To the series appeal. Araki's
storytelling often explores themes of fate, family, friendship, and the battle between
good and evil

1. Jonathan Joestar (Part 1-Phantom Blood): Jonathan is the noble and honorable
protagonist of the firat arc. He possesses a strong sense of justice and integrity,
quailties he upholds throughout his life. His story revolves around his rivairy with Dio
Brando, a childhood adversary turned vampire who aims to conquer the world.

2. Joseph Joestar (Part 2-Battle Tendency): Joseph is Jonathan's grandson and the
protagonist of the second arc, He's witty, cunning, and quick to adapt in battle
Joseph's journey involves combating ancient superbeings called the Pillar Men and
stopping them from world domination, displaying his battle intelligence and
resourcefulness against them.

3. Jotaro Kujo (Part 3-Stardust Crusadera): Jotaro is a stoic and calm character with a
strong sense of responsibility. He is the third JoJo and posses the Stand power, Star
Platinum which can stop time and possess immense strength and speed, being way
faster than light. Jotaro leads a group of Stand users on a quest to defeat Dio Brando,
his ancestor and the main antagonist of this are, who aims to conquer the universe

jojo’s bizarre Adventure 
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4. Josuke Higashikata (Part 4 Diamond is Unbreakable): Josuke le a high school
student with fierce temper but a kind heart. He possesses the Stand Crazy Diamond,
allowing him to repair anything, Josuke's story focuses on his adventures in the town
of Morich, dealing with various anemy Stand users and uncovering mysteries about a
mysterious murderer of all history.
ring forth life in anything (yes, anything). His mission is to stop the italian mafia boss,
Diavalo, who possess the stand King Crimson which can slop time
Jolyne Cujoh (Part 6 Stone Ocean) Jolyne is the daughter of Jotaro Kujo and the
protagonist of the sixth arc. She's strong-willed, determined, and possesses the
Stanis Stone Free, enabling her to unravel her body into strings. Jolyne's story unfolds
within a maximum-security prison as she battles enemies and seeks justice and stop
a priest from resetting time and the universe.

"JoJo's Bizarre Adventure" continues to captivate audiences with its innovative
storytelling, memorable characters, and imaginative battles, making its belas series in
the world of manga and anime.

EBRAHIM
BBA 1(H)
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Primarily, Demon Slayer, the first chapter of which was published on February 16,
2016, is arguably one of the most well-known shonen anime and manga series today.
A 26-episode anime television series produced by Ufotable aired from April to
September 2019. A sequel film, Demon Slayer: Kimetsu no Yaiba – The Movie: Mugen
Train, was released in October 2020 and became the highest-grossing anime film and
Japanese film of all time. "Demon Slayer" has shattered records, becoming one of the
highest grossing anime films ever, and its merchandise has flown off shelves
worldwide. The franchise's resonance goes beyond the screen, touching the hearts of
fans young and old, thanks to its compelling characters, breathtaking animation, and a
story that celebrates the enduring power of family and friendship. "Demon Slayer:
Kimetsu no Yaiba" is a captivating anime that follows the journey of Tanjiro Kamado,
a young boy whose life is shattered when his family is brutally slaughtered by
demons, and his sister, Nezuko, is transformed into one of them. Determined to
avenge his family and find a cure for Nezuko, Tanjiro becomes a demon slayer,
wielding a katana and honing his skills. The story unfolds as Tanjiro encounters a
diverse group of fellow demon slayers, each with their unique abilities and
backgrounds. Zenitsu, a timid and anxiety-ridden warrior with hidden potential, and
Inosuke, a wild and boar-headed fighter, join him on his quest. Together, they confront
grotesque demons and uncover the mysteries of their world. "Demon Slayer" explores
themes of resilience, sacrifice, and the unbreakable bond of family and friendship.
Tanjiro's unwavering determination to protect Nezuko and avenge his family is a
testament to the strength of love and loyalty. The characters' growth and
development, as well as their camaraderie, are central to the series' appeal. With its
breathtaking animation, intense battles, and emotionally resonant storytelling, "Demon
Slayer" has garnered a massive global fanbase, making it a modern anime
phenomenon. It's a tale of heroism, redemption, and the enduring human spirit in the
face of supernatural adversity. This global phenomenon shows no signs of slowing
down, continuing to enchant and unite fans across the world

demon slayer

B. DHEERAJ KUMAR 
MBA 2nd YEAR
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"One Piece" isn't just an anime and certainly cant be described in a page, it's a
journey of friendship, perseverance, and the unbeatable human spirit. Eiichiro Oda
has crafted a masterpiece that goes beyond the conventional boundaries of
storytelling, and at its heart lies a tapestry of characters whose journeys are as
inspiring as they are unforgettable. 

The Straw Hat Pirates, led by Monkey D. Luffy, are a diverse group of individuals
brought together by fate, dreams, and a shared spirit of camaraderie. What sets
"One Piece" apart is its ability to weave intricate and unique backstories for each
character, making them relatable and endearing to viewers. From the determined
and one of the best sword-wielder Roronoa Zoro to the mysterious and suave Nico
Robin, every member of the crew brings something special to the table. The
strength of "One Piece" lies not just in the individual tales of the crew members but
in the seamless way they support and uplift each other. Luffy's dream of becoming
the Pirate King inspires and guides the crew through treacherous seas of
challenges. The resilience and unwavering determination of the characters, despite
a lot of suffering, One piece still manages to bring a sense of hope and courage in
the audience. The dynamics within the crew are a testament to the power of true
friendship. Whether it's the selfless sacrifice of Tony Tony Chopper, the loyalty of
Usopp, or the brotherly bond between Ace, Sabo and Luffy , each relationship adds
layers of depth to the story. The emotional connections forged throughout their
journey resonate with viewers on a profound level, reminding us that true strength
lies not just in physical prowess but in the bonds we form with others. As the crew
sails towards the Grand Line in this anime, the challenges they face serve as
metaphors for the hurdles we encounter in our own lives. The message is clear: no
matter how tough the journey, with the right companions and unyielding
determination, anything is possible. "One Piece" inspires us to chase our dreams,
face adversity head-on, and, most importantly, cherish the relationships that make
our journey worthwhile. In a world where cynicism often overshadows optimism,
"One Piece" stands as a flare of hope to us. It's a celebration of diversity, friendship,
and the pursuit of dreams, a reminder that, like the Straw Hat Pirates, we are all on a
journey, and our true treasure is the people we meet along the way.

one piece

AMALI
BBA 1(H)
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BHAVANS VIVEKANANDA COLLEGE
OF SCIENCES, HUMANITIES & COMMERCE

   (Re- accredited with ‘A’ grade by NAAC)
Sainikpuri, Secunderabad- 500094

(AUTONOMOUS COLLEGE)

DEPARTMENT OF MANAGEMENT STUDIES
ABHYAS & SAMVRIDHI

CARNIVALORA (2023-2024)

The first carnival organised by the Department of Management Studies for the year
2023-2024 which was held on 11th and 12th of September for the whole college.
The carnival includes three official events i.e., Marketing Mania, Business Quiz,
Business Ideas. The main motive of this carnival was to engage the students and
indulge them in participating the formal events of the management and gaining
knowledge regarding the wide area of management spectrum.
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MARKETING MANIA 
Marketing mania was conducted on 11th September, 2023 in room no 306 at MBA
block. The event was judged by Ms. Archana, Lecturer, Department of
Management Studies and Ms. V. Achutamba, Lecturer, Department of
Management Studies. Firstly, the participants were divided into 10 groups in total,
each consisting of 4 members. The event was divided into 2 rounds, round one
includes Brand Marketing where the different brands were given to the groups to
compete with each other where two teams were given a similar product line with
different existing brands. The participants had to prepare a poster within a time
limit of seven minutes using their creativity and marketing skills in such a way that
it attracts the customer and fulfil their needs and had to present their poster in
one minute to the judges. The judges had to select one team out of the two
competing teams for the final round. 
The round two was conducted on 12th September in room no 306, MBA block.
The qualified teams had to appear for the final round where they were given a task
to present their product related to a single product line- jewellery. Each team was
given a brand name relating to jewellery where they had to prepare and present a
power point presentation which should include the gist of the brand and the
product. Final winners were judged by the judges based on their marketing skills
along with the team effort and communication skills. Finally, the event was a
success. 

S.NO NAMES CLASS

1 SRILEKHA BBA 2B

2 ROSHINI BBA 2B

 Organisers:

S.NO NAMES CLASS

1 SETHU BCA 3

2 SIDDHARTH BCA 3

3 NIHESH BCA 3

4 VASUDEV BCA 3

Winners : GROUP 6
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 BUSINESS QUIZ 
Business quiz was conducted on 11th September, 2023 in room no 105 MBA block.
The total participants were 36, each team consisted either two or three members.
The event in total consisted of three rounds. The first round was conducted by
displaying a QR code on the projector for the participants through which they were
re-directed towards an online quiz on google forms. the participants had to choose
the answers from the given choices after which the round one had come to an end.
The judgement based on cutoff through the teams have advanced to the second
round. Ten teams were qualified for the second round. 
Round two was again conducted in google forms via quiz format where the teams
were given the questions where the company logos and taglines were shown and
had to guess the company name. but as a change there was a time limit of ten
minutes to this round. After which four teams were qualified for the final round. 
Round three was the buzzer round in which questions were displayed on the screen
and the teams had to press the buzzer to answer the questions, whichever team
presses the buzzer first gets the chance to answer the question. The questions
were related to founders and entrepreneurs of business and basic management
questions were asked. The team which answered most of the questions won the
event. 
Overall, the event was a grand success as it was competitive and participants were
really very excited to play this quiz as it indulged their knowledge regarding the
business and management concepts.
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S.NO NAMES CLASS

5 SRUTHI BBA 2B

6 M. SUMADHUR BBA 1A

S.NO NAMES CLASS

1 HEMANT SINGH BBA 2B 

2 VIVEK JAIN BBA 2B

Organisers:

Winners:
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 BUSINESS IDEAS
Business ideas was held on 12th September, 2023 in room no 305 at MBA block.
The event was judged by Sneha ma’am. The participants were in a group of 2,3 and
4 members where they had to come prepared with a power point presentation with
the given topics prior i.e., Sustainability, AI, Energy Sector. The ideas could have
either been the existing or the new ones. The participants were given five minutes
to pitch about the presentation. The presentation was supposed to be done using a
power point presentation in their own laptops. The judgment criteria were based on
their communication skills, clarity of the concept and the creativity level used in the
power point presentation.

S.NO NAMES CLASS

1 R. SHRI NIHESH KUMAR BCA 3

2 ADEEP AJAY BCA 3

3 SIDDHARTH BCA 3

4 VASUDEV PATEL BCA 3

5 SETHU VENKAT BCA 3

Winners:
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INFORMAL EVENT:ROAST ROYALE BATTLE GROUNDS 
Roast Royale Battlegrounds was conducted on 12th September, 2023 in room no
307 at MBA block. The participants were divided into teams each consisting of four
members so that each group will compete with one another. The participants were
given brand names where they have to discuss among their team members for two
minutes and have a basic idea about the brand. After which the teams had to
compete with each other for five minutes in a debate mode where the winners will
be decided by the viewers at the end. The roasts were constructive in most cases if
they weren’t then the coordinators deducted the marks. Finally, two teams were
qualified for the final round where they had to compete with each other roasting.
The event was a grand success as the participants were competitive throughout the
event and enjoyed it thoroughly. 
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S.NO NAMES CLASS

1 ANDREA BBA 3B

2 TEESHA BBA 3B

3 GAURAV BBA 3B

4 SRILEKHA BBA 2B

5 SRUTHI BBA 2B

6 AMALI BBA HONS

7 TANUSHA BBA 2A

9 EBRAHIM BBA HONS

10 SUSHMITHA BBA HONS

11 KAUSALYA BBA 2A

12 ROSHINI BBA 2B

14 SATHWIKA BBA 1B

15 SUMADHUR BBA 1B

16 BHUVANESHWARI BBA 3A

17 MANUDEEP BBA 2A

Organisers:
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S.NO NAMES CLASS

1 SIDDHARTH BSC MSCS 3

2 ADITYA CHOWDHARI BSC HDS 3

3 DEEPIKA PAKU BBA HONS

4 G. RAHUL YADAV BCOM 1H1

5 OM BHARADWAJ BBA 2A

Winners:
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Bhavan’s Vivekananda College
of Science, Humanities & Commerce
Sainikpuri, Secunderabad – 500094

Reaccredited with ‘A’ grade by NAAC
Autonomous College - Affiliated to Osmania University

Department of Management

Report on MBA Induction Programme (2023-2024)

DATE: 11/10/23
NO. Of Students: 45       Teams:9
Department of Management Studies has conducted a 6 Day Orientation
Programme for the 22nd batch (2023-25) of MBA students where the students were
provided information about the college. The students were also made to feel
comfortable with the college environment.
On the first day, an Ice-Breaking session was conducted by the Abhyas Club and
Samvridhi to enhance Communication & Listening Skills. The session took place in
room no. 205 and the MBA seminar hall. During the session, students formed
groups of five and were asked to come up with a unique team name based on their
commonalities. Some of the team names included "Team Movies," "Team Cricket,"
and "Taste Buds." Each group member introduced themselves and explained the
reason behind selecting the team’s name.
Following the introductions, the event host narrated a story to one member from
each team, who then had to communicate the story to the rest of their team. The
efficiency of conveying the story and any changes from the original were
evaluated.The Session ended with feedback from students who said they enjoyed
the session and had a good time participating in this activity.
 
ORGANISERS: Dheeraj Kumar & Nikhitha Yaski 
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Date: 12/10/23
No. of students: 40
Teams: 5
Department of Management Studies has conducted a 6 Day Orientation
Programme for the 22nd batch (2023-25) of MBA students where the students were
provided information about the college.
On day 2 the students participated in an engaging ice-breaking session where
students were divided into teams of eight. Each team member was required to
share their date of birth, and one member from each team had the challenge of
arranging these birth dates in ascending order within a timeframe of 50 seconds.
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